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Background



2017 total solar eclipse

Source:  Tyler Nordgren, Great American Eclipse

http://www.tylernordgren.com/2017-great-american-eclipse/
https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/nation/


Crowdsource scientifically valuable 

photos from volunteers with 

consumer grade camera equipment. 

Engage the public to generate 

excitement about the eclipse

Publish a preview (Megamovie) on 

the day of the eclipse

Everything released publically: Open 

source code and data

Megamovie goals



Not the first with this idea 

Not the only group looking at this approach during this eclipse 

Matt Penn and his Citizen CATE team looked at the innermost 

corona

Great paper recently published by Hanaoka et al using similar 

methods

Great minds

Crowdsourcing 1860 style via sketch and mail

(Eddy 1974)



12,749 users created accounts on the website

1,370 volunteer photographers signed up pre-eclipse

50,016 photographs submitted 

1,190 photographers contributed 

766 GB of photos

Preview video released 4.5 hours after the eclipse

Dataset and source code are available publically online

How things went



The team



Hugh Hudson, Scott McIntosh and others started thinking 

about this scientific opportunity in 2011

They then sought to build a team that could make it happen

They approached us at Google in 2014 about helping with the 

technical side of the project

Origins

Portion of the team meets in December 2015 at Google in San Francisco



Making & Science 
Supporting making and science through 
tools, technology, programs, education and 
outreach 



The Google team

Funding

Program management support

2 engineers

1 designer

Rotating handful of interns



The team
Science
● UC Berkeley (Multiverse)
● Center for Research on Lifelong STEM 

Learning, Oregon State University
● Foothill College
● High Altitude Observatory of the National 

Center for Atmospheric Research
● Lick Observatory
● Sonoma State University
● Space Sciences Laboratory, University of 

California, Berkeley
● University of Colorado at Boulder
● Williams College and the IAU Working Group

Outreach
● Astronomical Society of the Pacific
● Eclipse Across America

Tech
● Google
● Ideum

TechnologyResearch

Outreach



While those working in industry are used to 
working on quarterly timescales, educators 
are used to working on a yearly timescale, and 
space science researchers are used to 
working on a ten- to 20-year timescale.

Laura Peticolas

“

”
Eclipse Megamovie, Sonoma State University



The volunteers



Our volunteer team



A DSLR or equivalent camera

Telephoto lens

Tripod

Method of taking GPS coordinates

Minimum equipment to volunteer



Recruiting

Web

Social

Radio ads (Science Friday on NPR)

Press stories

Outreach to astronomy networks

Eclipse tours and glasses (more on that later)



Recruiting



Many had limited to no eclipse or astrophotography 

experience

Training info on our website

Webinars 

Discussion groups online (thanks to many in this room)

Shoot the moon practice nights

Training



Instructions and checklists

Let volunteers set up cameras to automatically take photos

So they can spend the eclipse sitting back and watching the 

show

Training



Created a Google Group for the volunteer team to 

communicate 

Hangouts with the team members where people could ask us 

questions

Volunteers really became part of the team

Helped test our methods and website

Provided critical feedback

People shared stories on the group

Community



Goal met: Photos from over 1,000 photographers

50,016 photographs contributed by 1,190 photographers



Outreach



Between Aug 2016 and Aug 2017 we presented at 22 

locations in 9 states across the US

Reached over 1500 members of the public

Spoke at schools, libraries, town halls, community centers, 

stargazing societies, community colleges and universities

Eclipse tours



These gave us a chance to meet and chat with people we 

never could have otherwise reached

Especially in rural areas

Proved to be a fantastic way to connect directly with people, 

who then went out into their communities to recruit 

Eclipse tours



2 million glasses
to libraries and educators around the 

country for free. 

Special thanks to StarNet Libraries, 

NASA, AAS, ASP, AWB and many more.

Eclipse glasses



Started as an intern project, became the most 

trafficked page of our site

Cartoonish representation of an eclipse that 

let you set a GPS location and see what the 

eclipse would look like from that perspective

Great feedback from educators

Eclipse simulator



Maker Faire Bay Area: May 2017
Nashville: 
On Path

Bay Area:: 
Off Path

http://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5j9-kvwyKH_WGJ2TVk1eGRBRVk/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5j9-kvwyKH_eW00S3J2OWQwSnc/view


The tech



The tech

Google Maps API

Cloud StorageContainer Engine

Polymer

Datastore Cloud Vision

PyEphem
Krista and 

McIntosh (2015)

Built using publicly available and open source tools 



https://eclipsemega.movie/

A home for all material about the project 

Method of signing up for the project and  for uploading 

images during the eclipse

Safe viewing info

Links to other sites

Website

https://eclipsemega.movie/


Image ingestion

Located on the profile page of the website 

Means of receiving images from volunteers

With appropriate metadata (GPS location, type of mount, etc.)

Included release of the data under CC0 (Public Domain) 

license

Hosting on Google Cloud let us meet the bandwidth 

requirements to keep up on eclipse day





Image processing: The Megamovie

Extract photo 
GPS data and 

timestamp from 
metadata

Determine 
totality images 

by time and 
GPS tag

Identify solar 
disk & apply 

affine 
transforms to 

align across all 
photos

Rank photos in 
each umbra 
shadow by 
distance to 

centroid

Render movie 
by stitching 

frames along 
the umbral 

shadow path



Image processing: The Megamovie

1 virtual machine

96 cores

400 GB RAM

10TB disk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw-EFL1vxQ4


Published materials

https://github.com/google/eclipse2017

https://goo.gl/J1zU7H

http://bit.ly/MegamovieMaestros1

Source code

Dataset

Citizen Science 
Image Analysis



Next steps



Science!

The science team is busy at work 

Scaling, centering and co-rotating the images with precision 

so that analysis can begin in earnest 

Papers are starting to come out that used similar methods of 

data collection (e.g., Hanoka et al 2018)

HDR Gaussian normalized image (processed from our volunteers’ 
photos)



Future eclipses

No active work on the Google side for upcoming eclipses, but 

happy to chat about ideas

All materials are publically available for anyone interested

Not all eclipses are good fits for this type of work

2024...



Reflections



Proved to be a fantastic hook for the project, but didn’t live up 

to many’s expectations

Improvements for next time

● Rotation

● A more intelligent total eclipse vs not metric

● Quality measure of photo

The Megamovie itself has room for improvement

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qw-EFL1vxQ4


A chance to reach a diverse group of people 

Eclipse captured the news cycle for days

Megamovie saw lots of press coverage

Documentaries about the project have wracked up almost a 

million views

And there are many more around the corner

Eclipses present special opportunities for outreach



Great engagement with citizen scientists



Thank you!


